This paper is intended to guide researchers interested in building their own agent based financial markets. Key design questions are outlined, along with some of the major controversies about which directions to take.
can often be important in studying traditional finance questions related to market liquidity, or how hard it is to find someone to trade with. Endogenous heterogeneity features also distinguish many of these markets from the large number of heterogeneous agent rational expectations models in economics and finance.
This very general agent modeling approach comes with an increase in computational complexity. Tools 3 An example of this is LeBaron (forthcoming 2001b) which tests traditional agent first order conditions subject to the limited information processing of agents. 4 The origin of the idea that apparent order in economic behavior may be molded as much by the agent's environment as by their inner desires goes back to Becker (1962) , and it is mentioned extensively in Simon (1969) . However, the paper by Gode & Sunder (1993) introduced the concept of ZI traders, and Roth (1995) gives a nice comparison to other learning experiments in economics.
5 See Hodgson (1999) for extensive examples of the institutional side of evolution.
such has artificial neural networks, classifiers, and genetic algorithms become the substrate on which agents are built. These artificial intelligence tools are still poorly understood operating alone, and in groups even less is known. Also, these models are not free of assumptions about trading behavior. One would like to think of the trading rules as evolving out of a pure unformed soup of genetic material, but in actuality assumptions must be made about information, and the structure of trading rules. Rarely are traders able to go out and create totally new indicators from scratch. Usually, by providing various statistical building blocks the designer limits this search.
Another related criticism is that the agents still may be leaving too many obvious trading opportunities on the table. In this case it might be said that the learning agents are simply not smart enough, and a better agent could capitalize on them. 6 As agent based markets progress this criticism may prove to be one of the best arguments for this approach. One dilemma in this area is where to set the bounds for boundedly rational agents. In the adaptive learning agent world strategies can be allowed to become more complex through evolution. 7 However, more complicated strategies can become overly specialized and brittle, leading to their eventual demise. This suggests that the bounds in strategy complexity may be driven more by over specialization in a changing environment than to actual limitations in mental capabilities. Hopefully, the this notion of a complexity bound might be easier to simulate and test for than those related to human brain processing power.
8
An issue that agent design has not accomplished is in understanding how to think about dynamic multiperiod preferences and learning. Few papers have tackled the problem of learning intertemporal decisions in the agent finance world. There are no clear routes to learning intertemporal plans in a simple robust fashion while identifying and enumerating state variables in the process. Classifier systems are one possible method for doing this, but they have been shown to have difficulties in solving simple intertemporal consumption plans in economics (Lettau & Uhlig 1999) . It is also not clear how well actual people stay with long term plans in financial markets as opposed to simply adapting to current data, and following simple rules of thumb.
9
A final issue in agent design that has not be explored is whether agents should evolve forecasts of future prices which are then fed into a decision making framework, or if they should evolve their decisions directly.
An example of the former would be the SFI artificial market, and Arifovic (1996) is an example of the latter. Simply evolving decision rules directly would appear to be a much simpler and cleaner approach, but there can be advantages to thinking about forecasts first, and decisions later. This can make a simple least squares objective appropriate, and various tools from time series econometrics can be applied. The forecasting structure of these methods can allow for the use of more detailed analytics.
10

Trading
The second most important part of agent based markets is the actual mechanism that governs the trading of assets. Once one leaves the relatively simple world of equilibrium modeling, it is necessary to think about the actual details of trading. This can be both a curse and a blessing to market designers. On the bad side it opens up another poorly understood set of design questions. However, it may have the beneficial effect of allowing one to study the impact of different trading mechanisms, all of which would be inconsequential in an equilibrium world. Most agent based markets have solved this problem in one of three ways: assume a simple price response to excess demand, build the market such that a kind of local equilibrium price can be found easily, explicitly model the dynamics of trading to look like the continuous trading in an actual market.
Most of the earliest agent based markets used the first method to model price movements. Most markets of this type poll traders for their current demands, sum the market demands, and if there is an excess demand, increase the price. If there is an excess supply they decrease the price. 11 A simple form of this rule would be
where D t and S t are the demand and supply at time t respectively. This method has several important strengths. It is fast. It emphasizes a market continuously in disequilibrium, and it allows some amount of analytics depending on the agent structures used. However, it comes with some significant costs as well. In the early SFI market experiments the dynamics were found to be very sensitive to the α parameter. Setting α too large made the price overreact and caused prices to thrash back and forth. Setting α too low caused the market to react too sluggishly to excess demands. The price would slowly rise while investors were never getting the shares they demanded. These trends would also be picked up by the learning agents, and magnified as more traders adopt trend following strategies.
10 Much of the traditional learning literature in economics is based on least-squares time series learning as in Evans & Honkapohja (1995) , Grandmont (1998) and Sargent (1993) .
11 It is not well known, but the earliest version of the SFI artificial stock market in Palmer, Arthur, Holland, LeBaron & Tayler (1994) , used a form of this price clearing method.
One interesting extension of this price setting method is to assume that the excess supply or demand for shares gets filled by a market maker.
12 The price adjustment mechanism is similar to the previous one, but excess demands and supplies are filled by a market maker. This eliminates the problem of asking what happens to agents who place orders that never get satisfied, but opens new questions about the inventory behavior of the market maker, and whether it is at least sensible, if not optimal. Beyond parameter sensitivity this price adjustment mechanism has another problem in that it may sidestep some important issues in market dynamics by assuming a constant market depth, or liquidity. This is essentially the amount the price is moved due to order flow imbalances. In actual markets this depth is changing, and should be thought of as an emergent property of the current trading agent features as opposed to a fixed constant. It is not clear how well the fixed price adjustment can handle this issue.
A second price setting method is to make several market structure assumptions so that a kind of temporary equilibrium price can be found. 13 In all of these cases the structure of the model yields a well defined demand function for the agents. This can then be cleared either analytically, or in some cases computationally.
While this method settles some of the parameter questions of the first method, and can allow for changing market depth, it does require putting more economic structure on the market. Specifically, the requirement that demand functions are well behaved enough for temporary price determination may be very restrictive.
Furthermore, it represents a market that is at least temporarily in balance. This feature may not be a good representation for continuous trading in high frequency financial markets, but might not be a bad assumption for lower frequency price dynamics.
The third and final trading method involves modeling the actual trading mechanism in markets. This means actually building a trading mechanism that replicates that used in actual markets, including possible limit orders, and order crossing rules. This method is most appealing for modeling high frequency data, and is not sensitive to some of the previous critiques. However, it is only easy to implement when the market clearing mechanism is a mechanical rule. When it is actually done through human intervention, as in the New York Stock Exchange specialist system, it requires the modeling of another learning and adapting agent which could get complicated.
14 One area where this approach can be easily used is in replicating experimental results from very simple markets. 15 In these cases the agent based market faithfully follows the market design used in human experimental markets. Since these markets are carefully controlled experiments this gives the artificial market builder a lot of structure to work with. Furthermore, replicating results from experimental markets may turn out to be useful for validation in the future.
Another related solution is to study stylized models that might approximate market behavior, but are not "market like" in their construction. 16 The minority game presents a situation in which agents must chose from two options. Those who end up in the group with the smaller number of people get a payoff. The game is repeated over time, and agents try to make predictions and design strategies over time. While this shares some features with markets in terms of forecasting, there are some market features which are missing.
A key missing feature is the absence of a price which could help stabilize the market through the balancing of well behaved supply and demand functions. Almost by definition in economics a market is a situation where the rate of exchange, or price, is trying to balance out supply and demand. In absence of this basic mechanism the connections between minority games and real markets is somewhat stretched.
Another feature is that the game has no symmetric pure strategy Nash equilibrium. In other words there is no nonrandom strategy that if assigned to all agents would be optimal for everyone given everyone else holds to this strategy. This becomes a problem for many minority game simulations in that they only include pure, or nonrandom, strategies in the agent's strategy sets. In these cases the dynamics may be interesting, but the fact that there is no convergence to a stable equilibrium is a property of the structure of the model/strategy choice, and is not surprising. 17 Other agent based markets often include a stable Nash equilibrium in the set of learnable strategies.
18
The fact that the dynamics of the minority game has to be unstable, along with its distance from traditional Walrasian market setups makes it a less useful tool for studying important questions about financial markets. The finance setting calls for a tool to explain what it is about agents' information processing that makes a market unstable. As mentioned previously financial markets are probably special in the way information comes into play in interacting with prices. If all markets shared the bad dynamics of the minority game then it is not clear that economies would even function. The key is to capture the special nature of the financial information problem and to layer it on top of a more traditional model for market supply and demand. This is not to say that the minority game is not useful. It deserves a place next to the prisoner's dilemma, and many other simple games. Bell et al. (1999) argue that it is a good model for several congestion problems.
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16 An example of this is the minority game developed in Challet & Zhang (1997) which is based on the "El Farol" problem of Arthur (1994) . This is closely related to models in Schelling (1978) .
17 See Bell, Sethares & Bucklew (1999) for models where agents are able to successfully learn mixed (random) strategies. Also, these authors find a curious result where more information can actually make learning less efficient in this model.
18 See for example Arthur et al. (1997) and LeBaron (forthcoming 2001b) for examples.
19 Anyone who has driven on a multi-lane interstate will have played a similar game concerned with the choice of the fastest
Securities
The traded securities are another important part of any agent based market just as they are in more traditional models of financial markets. The agent based modeling world often is quite simple in the types of traded securities because the complexity introduced through the heterogeneous agents usually pushes researchers to streamline the assets available for trading. Many agent based models are inspired by more traditional economic models which can make comparisons useful. Security prices often are connected to some type of fundamental value such as a dividend, or earnings, and these can then be calibrated to actual values from data. To most people not associated with building markets, the traded securities can appear very primitive. Obviously, this yields greater tractability at this very early stage in this field, but extensions will have to be made in the future.
The first change involves the revelation of new information. Often the dividend, or fundamental, is revealed each period. This is a a luxury that few investors in the real world enjoy. This will have to modified in a reasonable way such that traders need to infer a fundamental value from a noisy signal. The uncertainty surrounding a stock's valuation should be slowly diminishing over time if ever. Other extensions along these lines might be to build in commonly used data such as earnings forecasts, and other fundamental information.
Another major change is even more important in connecting agent based markets to real markets, the addition of more tradeable securities. Few agent based markets operate with many more than two assets which is clearly a limitation in thinking about the real world. Issues such as trading volume, diversification, and derivative trading cannot be studied in these single risky asset setups. Adding more securities is certainly desirable, but the complexity and computational burden this would bring to the entire market building process is a daunting task.
Evolution
Evolution is crucial in most agent based markets. In many ways it is the core dynamic at work both practically and philosophically. Early arguments about evolution and irrational speculation go back as far as Friedman (1953) where it was suggested that irrational speculators would be driven out of the market since their performance would not stand up to the better rational traders. This argument does not hold up when thinking along more coevolutionary terms. The argument is loaded with notions of absolute measures of trader performance, which don't exist in the endogenous population of a financial market. A trader's lane.
performance depends critically on the behavior of others. Therefore it is impossible to judge any strategy ex-ante as being irrational without knowing the environment in which it will be placed.
In finance this question was reopened by the early literature on noise trading and limits to arbitrage.
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These models stressed that rational traders might hold back some of their positions fearing irrational traders might move the price in a direction they weren't predicting. This is equivalent to trying to hold onto a
short position in what one knows is a rising bubble. Even though you are doing the right thing, it gets progressively harder to stay with the position. This suggests an approach which looks at performance which can only be fully evaluated relative to others in the market. Agent based markets provide a perfect setting for testing these ideas, but this opens the question of how and where to implement evolution.
Evolution can appear in many different ways, and in many social settings. What is referred to as evolution, could often be called learning. One of the practical appeals of evolution is that it can be used to take parameters for which one's prior beliefs are weak, and put them under evolutionary control. In other words, give up on trying to set these to some arbitrary value, and let evolution decide their levels. 21 This approach is very much in the spirit of evolutionary game theory in trying to get the evolutionary dynamic to select eventual stable equilibria.
Applying evolution in the social sciences opens up the major issue of what should be used as a fitness criteria. Finance may be particularly lucky in that measures of wealth seem like a good first choice, but this is not entirely clear. Several studies have used utility measures as a proxy for fitness, but it is not obvious why this should lead to overall agent survival. In Blume & Easley (1990) the authors show that utility maximization alone is not synonymous with wealth maximization. In their model a wealth selection mechanism does not necessarily chose the most economically rational agents for survival. Beyond being an interesting philosophical question about tastes and preferences, this issue is an important one in finance because of the problem of risk aversion. Risk averse agents may make optimal and cautious portfolio plans ex-ante, but in the long run, these may not make them the leaders in terms of wealth maximization. It is quite possible that evolution will carry a market toward the boldly overconfident in the long run.
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Evolution also greatly affects the evaluation of rule fitness, and the learning mechanism that governs their changes over time. Often a mechanism such as a genetic algorithm is used as the learning engine for new rule generation and testing. This also relies on a fitness measure which is crucial in the direction that 20 See DeLong, Schleifer, Summers & Waldmann (1991) for early evolutionary ideas on noise trading, and Axelrod (1984) for the important early work on coevolution in a social setting.
21 An example of this using the length of agent memory is LeBaron (forthcoming 2001b). 22 See Kyle & Wang (1997) .
the market may take. Should this be a rule that maximizes expected returns, wealth, utility, forecast error, or some estimate of survivability? Given that the fitness measure will be extremely noisy, how should agents adjust to this in their rule selection? In some fitness/selection mechanisms populations often narrow down very quickly to a small subset of potential strategies. About the only recommendation that can be made here is to stay with relatively robust fitness measures which make it difficult to eliminate strategies.
Benchmarks/Calibration
One of the key unanswered questions in building agent based markets is that of validation. How do you know you have a market that has any connection to the real world? This validation question appears constantly in the agent based economics community. There is a side of this issue which is not really different from more traditional theoretical modeling. These are all only toy models that represent a complicated social situation in a highly stylized fashion. What sets agent based markets apart is the large number of parameters for which our priors are extremely diffuse. Therefore, they do give the researcher many degrees of freedom from which to align to any interesting empirical feature of the data that one wishes to match. In this situation success may be difficult to judge.
Though a complete solution to this issue is still out of reach, there are a few things the agent based market builder can try to test and validate various structures. The first is to think about useful benchmark cases where the behavior of a market is well defined. An example of this is to think about which parameter values may lead to convergence into a well defined homogeneous agent equilibrium. Set the market to these parameters, and show that it does indeed converge. Such behavior gives results outside of this parameter realm greater potency. Furthermore, understanding exactly where the parameter boundaries are between simple and complex behaviors is crucial to understanding the mechanisms that drive agent based markets.
Researchers should be strongly encouraged to "tweak the dials" in their models, and not to simply report that a price series looks similar to a real market.
A final approach to validation and calibration follows closely in the spirit of the calibration literature in economics. 23 It would recommend using parameters estimated from actual experimental markets in the simulated agent markets. In other words, try to learn about learning in the laboratory, and then take what you know into situations that would be impossible to simulate in the laboratory into an agent based approach. This is subject to the usual criticisms of calibration in that the parameters may not be relevant in different situations, but this would appear to be a fruitful way to get agent models onto a stronger footing.
23 See for example Kydland & Prescott (1996) .
Time
Almost all adaptive systems including financial markets encounter several important issues in dealing with time. This is often ignored in many papers since the problems are generally not well understood even though their impact could be quite large.
The first issue of time concerns the past, and how agents intend to deal with it. In almost all learning mechanisms there needs to be a feedback from past performance into current rule selection. How distant a past should this be? In many settings it is fixed to be some lagged performance measure, or set weighting of the past. Several papers have begun to explore this dimension and show that its impact on dynamics may be quite rich. 24 The interesting experiment is to construct a world populated with agents of varying memory lengths. Some believe only the past 6 months of data are relevant, while others might be looking at 20 years. This may be related to important behavioral heterogeneity observed in the real world. Also, it forms a key test of how well agents can learn about whether the world they live in is stationary. If the economic environment truly is stationary then more data should be preferred to less and longer memory agents should survive. In early experiments it appears that long memory agents have a difficult time driving out short memory types LeBaron (forthcoming 2001b), and therefore stationarity itself may be a difficult concept to learn in a multi-agent environment.
Another aspect of time is more concerned with relative rates of change than memory lengths. In the SFI stock market it was found that the speed at which agents were updating behavioral rules had an enormous impact on the outcome. In this case it appears that when the coevolution of the market is slowed sufficiently the changing fitness landscapes can be simple enough for agents to jointly find a socially optimal Nash equilibrium corresponding to an efficient market. However, when traders are changing strategies relatively frequently this search becomes futile, and probably never ends. 25 These sensitivities are also a little troubling in that it may be that observed outcomes from agent based markets depend critically on a few relative speeds in evolution. This could lead to a criticism pointing out that these are free parameters for which little is known, but are capable of moving the results anywhere you want. In the worst case it would mean that the shell of the agent based market is not a very restrictive theory at all, and these markets would be unfalsifiable.
24 See Levy et al. (1994) and LeBaron (forthcoming 2001b) .
25 LeBaron (forthcoming 2001b) shows that directly slowing learning can lead to convergence to an efficient market equilibrium. It also shows that an indirect, but possibly more economically relevant mechanism will do the same thing. The introduction of a cost to changing rules (similar to, but not exactly a transaction tax) will have the same effect. This friction slows the agent adaptation in a similar fashion to slowing learning directly. Features such as these suggest a connection to Bell et al. (1999) where the impact of reducing information available to agents had the curious effect of improving social welfare in a minority game setting. In other words there may be times with less optimization is preferred to more.
Hopefully, the situation is not this bad.
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A final aspect of time that most current agent based markets ignore is that of synchroneity. This is an issue of great interest to agent based modeling in all of the social sciences, and has led to some important controversies.
27 In most financial models trading is synchronized by the designer. However, in the real world there are no fixed periods in which all trades must take place, and the price gets set. Agents arrive asynchronously and must find others or specified dealers to trade with. There may be information events that tend to bring them to the market at similar times, but these do not guarantee an exactly similar arrival time.
Future agent based financial models will have to better address this issue along with the problem of more realistic trading mechanisms. Unfortunately, there is no easy answer here on how to proceed. Even agent based software continues to have some difficulties with this problem since this is concerned with modeling inherently parallel activities on serial machines. It is possible that the best answer to this will have to involve implementation on large scale parallel computer networks to make sure that no synchronization artifacts are seeping into the results.
Future
Ten years ago this field was populated with only a handful of people. Now it is booming with many different styles of market simulations appearing all the time. Similar to the "dot com" world there will probably be some sort of convergence over time back down to a smaller set of platforms, but with extensive experimentation done with each one.
This shake out will push artificial markets in several directions. One will be towards realism and validation. Markets in this area will have to concentrate on getting serious about the data. Tools from the extensive literature on calibration in economics will clearly be useful. They will have to face all the questions on validation which are continually asked. Several initial responses to these criticisms are possible. One is to perform calibration on a grand scale, by matching lots of features in the data. Traditionally, one might try to get a small set of expected returns, or variances. Pushing to match many more features including trading volume, and various cross correlations will be important.
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The second direction involves better understanding of what the generic properties of multi-agent systems
are. There appears to be a growing set of features that traditional financial models find difficult to generate,
26 Ellison (2000) shows some early results on this from evolutionary game theory. 27 See Axtell (2000) for some some interesting experiments on this subject. 28 See LeBaron (forthcoming 2001a) for an example of aligning to many empirical features in a calibration exercise.
but agent based models readily provide. Among these are fat tailed return distributions, persistent volatility, and widely fluctuating trading volume. There may be some very interesting generic issues at work here, and it is possible that broad classes of agent based markets will yield these results. Part of the agent based modeling world will probably head in the direction of simpler market models, and tools which can reveal their generic
properties. This line of research may help uncover some basic features common in the multiagent/complex systems world returning to our original Hayek/Schelling distinctions for markets.
Tantalizingly out of range remain questions about what to do with these markets. Most practitioners are interested, but perplexed as to how to use the results. Can they be forecasting tools? Can they indicate that a financial crises is eminent? Applications along these lines have still not been taken on by the agent based community. One reason for this is these models do not lend themselves to more traditional econometric testing. This is not to say that they can't be used. Methods such as "forward testing" where a market is run using real data as the price input up to the current date, and then allowed to continue on into its future may end up being useful. On the other hand it is possible that forecasting related questions will not be well served by agent based markets. They may play a very different role in evaluating the stability and efficiency of different trading mechanisms in normal and crisis periods. This would give more robust policy answers to various current questions about trading mechanics, liquidity and depth, and transparency in all types of markets as new technologies continue to impact their landscape.
One final large expectation is that the research from artificial markets has a positive spillover into other areas of economic and social science. Hopefully, the technologies that are tried and tested here, will prove useful in other places. These spillovers may lead to new insights about human behavior in many different situations far beyond the boundaries of finance.
